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no matter which one you choose, the
importance of keeping your device charged
cannot be overemphasized. this is especially
true for devices like the gpsmap 66st and
etrex 10 which operate using a gps chipset
designed for older, low-power units. you
don't want to be somewhere out in the
backcountry and discover that your battery
has died or that you need to buy a
replacement. for a better start, the etrex 10
has a usb port to attach a sd card if you run
out of memory. models with glonass
capability have a glonass mode button to
force it to satellite only, so you can still get
navigation information from gps, but glonass
signals are undetectable by the device. it
also has dual-band reception, which is great
if you live somewhere with a lot of
interference. while all of the units we tested
were incredibly accurate, the gpsmap 66st
and etrex 10 were the only units to achieve
high altitude readings. the gpsmap 66st
included barometric altimeters, which
allowed it to automatically calculate the
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height of an object in the atmosphere.
almost all units do not have the barometric
altimeters, so instead they use a differential
barometer, a less accurate device. you can
control etrex via voice or your garmin
smartphone, but the etrex 10 offers the
fastest connection to your phone. we found
using the android app to be the most
intuitive way to operate your unit, with voice
commands just as functional. for the glonass
mode on the etrex 10, there are no switches
or buttons to hit, so you must enter glonass
mode via the unit menu. doing this requires
you to enter the menus of the etrex using
the touchscreen.
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Garmin Gps Etrex 10 Software

the garmin etrex 10 navigation system is the
best route between size, price and features.

packable, expandable, easy to use and
quick, it's hard not to like. it's not perfect.

the existing topoactive basemap is good, but
there's not much to differentiate it from

other online basemaps. you also won't find
gps tracking and live map data on the unit.
this forces you to access that data online or
use a smartphone. a dedicated device might
not be as user-friendly, but it will offer you
more accurate directions and data, plus the

option for adding a custom map. a few of the
units we tested are also hard to find retail for
$99, including the gpsmap 68, etrex 10, and
montana 700. they’re also exclusive to the

gekko’s, and their size and shape make
them the perfect travel companion. if none
of those appeals to you, or if your new unit

gets destroyed by rock-throwing wildlife, like
the gpsmap 66st can, you’ll likely find many
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more affordable alternatives available. most
hiking gps units come with at least a basic

feature set. most units are designed to only
give you directions. once you're at your

destination, you'll have to know how to find
it to start the next leg of your journey. etrex
12, etrex 28, and etrex 44 have the ability to
pull up basic maps of an area that you plan
to hike, but they are more likely to be used

as a wayfinding tool and not as a full-
featured mapping unit. if you're seeking
more than basic directions, you'll want to

choose a handheld unit with a decent
mapping capability. or you can add mapping
capability to your handheld. many hiking gps
units are smartphone-compatible, and many
are capable of displaying apple and google

maps, allowing you to navigate and see
where you're going. 5ec8ef588b
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